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INTERVENTION

Conduct comprehensive institutional 
assessments to better understand the issues 

and obstacles that currently face retention and 
career progression for women in STEM fields.

Implement a set of interventions that respond 
to issues identified in the institutional 

assessments and which can be sustained and 
scaled in the future.

SPRING 2019

The intent of this newsletter is to begin the process of exploring the intervention tools 
and practices put forward in the Bridge Grant.

Growth Mindset Coaching and 
Mentoring skills will ultimately focus 
on the specific issues and obstacles 
for career progression faced by 
women in STEM fields identified in 
the extensive survey and individual 
interviews conducted by Dr. Marina 
Karides (UH Hilo) with her team, 
Misty Figueira and Dr. Jennifer 
Stotter. 

See more information and preliminary results on our website.

MISSION

TWO PROJECT OBJECTIVES SUPPORT THE OVERALL GOAL:

Many of you are aware of and have been using the Mindset 
concepts from Carol Dweck’s work in your classrooms.  As 
you know, the ideas of growth and fixed mindset have had 
many different names over the years.  And, as most of us 
have experienced, we have areas of our lives which feel totally 
open to new information and other areas that have slammed 
the door on any new way of thinking. 

https://sites.google.com/a/hawaii.edu/bridge/


Many have developed a “chronic” or “vigilant” stress that is constantly present 
just beneath the surface.  The toxins from the stress hormones are contributing 

to health challenges in many of us.  Chronic 
stress damages the mitochondria, the energy 
powerhouses of our bodies to name just one 
of the effects on our health. 

Basically, this constant reactive state can 
contribute to a “fixed” mindset.  The predator 
is no longer the saber-toothed tiger but 
often something far less menacing.  (Future 
newsletters will explore stress relating to 
gender disparity, acculturative stress and 
other areas based on survey findings.) The 
result of this process can lead to our quickly 
shutting down, determining something is too 
hard, or we are too limited and we begin to 
avoid new ideas and opportunities.

Fortunately, becoming aware of the underlying 
processes that contribute to fixed mindset 

DEVELOPMENTS IN RESEARCH3

“BECAUSE STRESS CHANGES THE WAY THE BRAIN’S NEURONS COMMUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER, 

CHRONIC STRESS CAN CAUSE OUR BRAINS, NERVOUS SYSTEMS, AND OUR BEHAVIOR TO ADJUST TO 

A VIGILANT AND REACTIVE STATE,” 

- BRUCE MCEWEN, A NEUROSCIENTIST FROM ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY

While there are many new and exciting developments in brain/mind/body/dna 
research we can track most of the fixed mindset phenomenon back to the primal 
brain (responsible for survival, drive and 
instinct) and the mechanisms it employs.  
Most of us remember the flight, fight 
response we were taught when we were 
younger.  In order to survive the saber-
toothed tiger our primal brain went into 
action to keep us from becoming dinner.  
That “alarm” stress worked quickly to change 
our body hormonally to prepare for our 
survival.  Unfortunately, this truly amazing 
process our brain/body designed to protect 
us has met with some challenges in our 
modern world.  



4 can assist us in moving toward growth mindset in our own lives as well as 
encouraging growth mindset when working with colleagues and students. 

Basically when we perceive something as a threat which creates the stress 
response in the body/brain, we move into fixed mindset to protect ourselves.  The 
way to break this pattern is through stress management and potentially redefining 
a stressor to something we no longer fear and can possibly master.

» Take the stress assessment according to your life changing units.

» Listen to your inner dialogue (self talk) when faced with a challenge.  What stresses us in 

most situations is not the event but what we tell ourselves about the event.

» Practice gratitude.  When we feel or are expressing gratitude we move out of the primal brain 

and out of the fear.  See article on website.

» Practice Mindfulness.  See the study on mindfulness and take the Mindfulness quiz.

» Learn the relaxation response at our website.

» Engage in contemplative prayer, meditation, experiences in nature.

» Walk at a healthy pace at least 20 minutes daily or other cardiovascular programs.

Stress Relief and Management Tools

WHAT DOES A GRATEFUL BRAIN LOOK LIKE?  “THANK YOU” DOESN’T JUST BRING LIGHT TO PEOPLE’S 
FACES. IT ALSO LIGHTS UP DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE BRAIN. 

EVIDENCE IS MOUNTING THAT GRATITUDE MAKES A POWERFUL IMPACT ON OUR BODIES, INCLUDING 
OUR IMMUNE AND CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH. BUT HOW DOES GRATITUDE WORK IN THE BRAIN?

THE RESEARCHERS FOUND THAT GRATEFUL BRAINS SHOWED ENHANCED ACTIVITY IN TWO PRIMARY 
REGIONS: THE ANTERIOR CINGULATE CORTEX (ACC) AND THE MEDIAL PREFRONTAL CORTEX 
(MPFC). THESE AREAS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY ASSOCIATED WITH EMOTIONAL PROCESSING, 
INTERPERSONAL BONDING AND REWARDING SOCIAL INTERACTIONS, MORAL JUDGMENT, AND THE 
ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THE MENTAL STATES OF OTHERS.

- BY ADAM HOFFMAN | GREATER GOOD SCIENCE CENTER  UC BERKLEY

https://bit.ly/2TZb2FF
https://bit.ly/2Vn5k1R
https://bit.ly/2HZZrVc
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes/embed/mindfulness
https://bit.ly/2UdPRVk



